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SCENE PERCEPTION

Perceptual grouping in scenes
Korjoukov, I., Jeurissen, D., Kloosterman, N.A., Verhoeven,
J.E., Scholte, H.S., & Roelfsema, P.R. (2012). The time
course of perceptual grouping in natural scenes. Psychological
Science, 23(12). doi:10.1177/0956797612443832

The modal, hierarchical view of visual processing in-
volves preattentive processes operating in parallel across a
visual scene, followed by focal processing of a small num-
ber of objects. Under this view, perceptual organization and
figure-ground determination are preattentive processes that
operate rapidly to organize visual features into potential
objects; the results of these organizational processes are then
fed to limited capacity systems that identify and categorize
objects.

As with most research on visual perception, studies of
perceptual organization have relied on simple, but controlled
displays. For example, studies of figure-ground organization
often use bipartite displays containing two different regions or
sets of regions, where one region (or set) can be perceived as a
foreground figure and the other as a background. The recent
paper byKorjoukov et al. (2012) departs from this approach to
study perceptual organization in visual scenes, allowing them
to address whether perceptual grouping occurs in parallel and
without attention.

Participants viewed pictures of animals or vehicles and
performed one of two tasks. In the first experiment, partici-
pants performed a grouping task. For this task, two small dots
(“cues”) appeared on object contours in the picture, and par-
ticipants reported if the marked contours appeared on the same
object or on different objects (Vecera & Farah, 1997). The
distance between the dots varied across trials. If grouping was
rapid and parallel, then the distance between the dots should
not affect response times; the dots should be grouped rapidly

when they appear on the same object, irrespective of the
distance between them. In contrast with this prediction,
Korjoukov et al. (2012) found an increase in response times
as the distance between the dots increased, suggesting that
grouping along the contours of an object involves a serial (or
serial-looking) process.

In their second experiment, Korjoukov et al. (2012)
asked if the apparent serial scanning result occurred after
another visual process, visual categorization. Participants
viewed the same displays as in the first experiment, but
performed an object categorization task, reporting whether
displays contained an animal or a vehicle. Participants also
performed the grouping task from the first experiment. The
results demonstrated that scene classification was rapid (on
the order of 500 ms or less), whereas grouping was slower
(600 ms or more, depending on the distance between the
probed contours).

Although these findings appear to cause problems for the
typical, hierarchical view of visual processing, Korjoukov et al.
(2012) discuss their findings in terms of neural evidence for the
time course of different tasks. Previous work has suggested
that there is a fast feed-forward process that can allow some
quick and dirty processing to occur, such coarse information
about the content (or possibly gist) of a scene. A more fine-
grained analysis, such as reporting about the specific relation-
ship between two pieces of a contour may require recurrent
processes, which increases the response time associated with
the fine-grained task. One important distinction that emerges
from this discussion is between a processing architecture and
the processing dynamics. Early visual representations that
represent features and their grouping might occur at an earlier
level in the visual hierarchy than recognition and categoriza-
tion. But, access to this earlier information—as in Korjoukov
et al.’s (2012) grouping task—might require additional time
because of lateral interactions or feedback from later represen-
tations.—S.P.V.
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segmentation a bottom‐up or an interactive process?.
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COLOR VISION

Tetrachromacy
Horiguchi, H., Winawer, J., Dougherty, R. F., & Wandell, B.
A. (2013). Human trichromacy revisited. Proc Natl Acad Sci
U S A, 110(3), E260–269.

As those of you who teach Sensation and Perception know,
color vision is not a simple topic. It is hard to convince
students that color is a psychophysical and not a physical
property. The idea of metamers and color mixture more gen-
erally can be perplexing. Opponent-color theory? Unique
hues? Cardinal directions in color space? Oy! The one nugget
of information that does tend to get picked up successfully and
reported back on the exam is the rod and cone piece. You have
one kind of rod photoreceptor. It works in dim light and can’t
support color vision. You have three types of cones. They
work in brighter light and color vision is based on the outputs
of those three types of cone. Thus, color vision is trichromatic
(though let’s hope the exam does not probe too deeply into the
meaning of that term).

In recent years, a complication has arisen in this basic
story about photoreception. First, a ganglion cell was dis-
covered to be photoreceptive. Even though it was neither rod
not cone, it contained a photopigment called melanopsin.
Soon it became clear that this cell was sending projections to
the superchiasmatic nucleus, a bit of brain known to be
important in establishing the approximately 24-h, circadian
sleep-wake cycle. Melanopsin cells also influenced pupil re-
sponses. Then, the story got more complex with the discovery
of a cone photoreceptor that also held melanopsin as its
photopigment. These exist in humans as a rather sparse pop-
ulation, spread out over the periphery of the retina. Moreover,
evidence now shows that melanopsin-based signals reach the
cortex, not just the brainstem nuclei controlling pupils and
alertness. This raises the possibility that you can see the output
of the melanopsin containing cells. This would make human
photopic vision tetrachromatic—four-colored, not trichromatic.
A good review of this story can be found in Lucas (2013).

In their new paper in PNAS, Horiguchi et al. provide
evidence that trichromacy is, indeed, too simple to explain
human responses to light. It is a complex business to make
this point and I will not take you deep into the hard-core
color science forms the bulk of this paper. The basic story,
however, is this. If color vision were strictly trichromatic,
there would be changes in a light that cannot be detected
because they would not change the outputs of the three

cones. They would be “cone-silent” changes. In fact, as
the theory predicts, that is the situation in the human fovea.
However, if you go out into the periphery, trichromatic
theory frays around the edges. Changes that should be
cone-silent are detectable, as if there were a fourth photore-
ceptor at work.

For this finding to be interesting, you need to be sure that
the fourth photoreceptor is not the population of rods. For
this reason, Horiguchi et al. worked at very high light levels.
When the lights get bright, the rod response saturates and
further changes are not signaled. With lights 10X brighter
than the rod saturation point, Horiguchi et al’s observers
were still detecting cone silent lights. Other steps are needed
to assure that these effects are not due to the filtering
properties of the eye’s optics or the shadows of the blood
vessels or any of a number of other factors. After much very
careful psychophysics, it is a tetrachromatic story with a
melanopsin contribution to peripheral light sensitivity that is
the story that fits the data.

Do we see new colors in this tetrachromatic world?
Certainly nothing dramatic, there may be a fourth cone
contributing to our responses to light, but its outputs seem
to run through the fundamentally three-dimensional oppo-
nent color system. The result is that we can detect signals
that the three classic cones cannot see but the resulting
visual experience is not qualitatively different than good
old trichromatic vision.—J.M.W.

Additional Reference
Lucas, R. J. (2013). Mammalian inner retinal photore-

ception. Current Biology, 23(3), R125–R133.

OLFACTION

Human evidence for the vibration theory of olfaction
Gane, S., Georganakis, D., Maniati, K., Vamvakias, M.,
Rogoussis, N., Skoulakis, E.M.C., & Turin, L. (2013).
Molecular vibration-sensing component in human olfaction.
PlOS One, 8, 1–7.

Humans are capable of distinguishing approximately
100,000 different odors; however, the mechanism by which
this vast array of odor molecules is decoded by the olfactory
receptor neurons remains a mystery. One popular notion is
that olfactory receptor neurons respond to the structure or
shape of odor molecules. But this shape-detecting mechanism
cannot explain why molecules that have the same shape, smell
different, or why molecules that have different shapes smell
the same. Over the past decade, an alternative theory, has been
gaining support. It proposes that olfactory neurons respond
not to shape but rather to molecular vibrations. Molecular
vibrations occur when the atoms of a molecular move in a
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periodic fashion. Although earlier versions of this theory were
deemed physically implausible, recent work in physics has
validated the possibility.

Two years ago, I reviewed a study reported by Franco et al.
(2011) for this forum that provided critical empirical support
for the vibration theory of olfaction based on the olfactory
abilities of fruit flies. A key innovation in these studies involved
creating two molecules with identical shape, but with different
vibrations. This was accomplished by selectively replacing the
hydrogen atoms of one odorant with deuterium atoms. Deute-
rium is an isotope of hydrogen and is also called heavy hydro-
gen to reflect the extra neutron. Because the density of a
particular atom can alter molecular vibrations, a “deuterated”
molecule can have the same shape as the corresponding
hydrogen-only molecule, while also vibrating at a different
frequency. If the quality of odors is determined primarily by
shape, then the deuterated and hydrogen-only molecules
should be indistinguishable. In contrast, if the quality of odors
is determined by vibration, then the two molecules should be
distinguishable. The researchers chose to test these predictions
using the fruit fly so as to control the prior odor experiences and
abilities of the subjects, and they provided a compelling array
of behavioral evidence that fruit flies can indeed distinguish
between deuterated and hydrogen-only odorants.

That said, the olfactory receptors of fruit flies might be
vastly different than the olfactory receptors of humans, and
thus it would be important to show that humans are also
sensitive to deuterated vs. non-deuterated odor molecules.
Indeed, previous studies of this sort that have been conducted
on humans have produced mixed results. However, a recent
study reported by Gane et al. (2013) appears to reconcile these
disparate results while also providing critical evidence for the
theory. According to Gane et al., deuteration primarily in-
fluences the vibrations associated with carbon and hydrogen
bonds, yet the stimuli used in previous human studies that
failed to support the vibration theory tended to use molecules
with relatively few carbon-hydrogen bonds. To address this
potential issue, Gane et al. included a test odorant with rela-
tively few carbon-hydrogen bonds (acetophenone) as well as a
test odorant with relatively many carbon-hydrogen bonds
(cyclopentadecanolide—a commercially available musk). As
expected, humans could not smell a difference between the
deuterated and non-deuterated versions of the acetophenone.
More importantly, however, they could smell a distinct differ-
ence between the deuterated and non-deuterated versions of
the musk. These findings were interpreted to be inconsistent
with a shape-only model of smell; rather, the findings were
interpreted to support the existence of molecular vibration-
sensing receptors in humans—B.S.G.

Additional Reference
Franco, M.I., Turin, L, Mershin, A., & Skoulakis, E.M.C.

(2011). Molecular vibration-sensing component in Drosophila

melanogaster olfaction. Proceedings of the National Academy
of Sciences, 108, 3797–3802.

WORKING MEMORY

Encoding the irrelevant
Marshall, L. & Bays, P.M. (2013). Obligatory encoding of
task-irrelevant features depletes working memory resources.
Journal of Vision, 13(2). doi:10.1167/13.2.21.

Visual working memory (VWM) is a limited capacity
resource. We see this in the trade-off that exists between
the number of items in a display and the fidelity with which
the individual items are preserved: The quality of the
represention of individual items goes down as the number
of items in the display to be remembered goes up. The
limited capacity of visual working memory heightens the
importance of encoding only those properties of a stimulus
that one knows will be useful in a given task. For example,
if one may need to make a judgment about the color of a
particular item in the stimulus display but not about its
orientation, then it would be useful to encode only the color
of this item and not waste VWM on its orientation. More
generally, one might ask: what are the rules controlling the
“attention filters” viewers can impose in gating the informa-
tion that gets stored in VWM?

Marshall and Bays (2013) report the results of some
revealing experiments investigating this question. Their first
experiment asks whether viewers can selectively encode just
the orientation (ignoring the color) of a colored bar or just
the color of the bar (ignoring the orientation). To address
this question, they compare performance in three conditions.
In each condition, the participant views two displays, each
for 1 s, separated by a 1 s. interval. In the “full-memory”
condition, each of the two displays comprise of two colored
bars (the four bars are presented at four points evenly spread
around a circle, 8° from fixation). After a 1.5 s blank
interval following the second of the two displays, a figure
appears at the location of one of the four bars. This figure is
either a colored disk, in which case, the participant uses a
response dial to adjust the color of the disk to match as
closely as possible the color of the bar that had been at that
location, or else it is a white bar, in which case the partic-
ipant uses the dial to adjust the bar’s orientation to match as
closely as possible the orientation of the bar that had been at
that location. Thus, in this condition, the participant must
encode both the color and the orientation of all four bars. In
the “cued-absent” condition, one of the two stimulus dis-
plays comprises colored disks and the other display com-
prised white, oriented bars. Thus, in this condition, the
participant needs to encode only the color of the items in
one display and only the orientation of the items in the other
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display (half the information required in the “full-memory”
task). As expected, the colors of the disks and the orienta-
tions of the white bars in the “cued-absent” task are remem-
bered more accurately (the standard deviations of the dial
settings are lower) than are the colors and orientations of the
bars in the “full-memory” task.

The critical condition is the “cued-present” condition. In
this condition, the two stimulus displays are identical to the
displays in the full-memory condition; however, the task
requires that the participant retain only color information
from one of the two displays (this is the first display for
some participants and the second for others) and only ori-
entation information from the other display. Thus, IF the
participant is freely able to extract either the color alone or
the orientation alone of a colored, oriented bar, then he/she
should be able to perform as well in this task as in the “cued-
absent” condition. Contradicting this prediction, the authors
find that performance in the cued-present condition is no
more accurate than performance in the “full-memory” con-
dition. They take this as evidence that it is impossible to
encode the color of a bar without also encoding its orienta-
tion and vice versa.

In a follow-up experiment, Marshall and Bays ask par-
ticipants to remember orientation information from a dis-
play. However, in the interval between encoding this first
display and reporting the orientation of one of the display
items, the participants view another display comprising
oriented colored bars and are asked to make one of several
judgments about this intervening display. Even in the case in
which the orientation information in this intervening display
can be ignored for purposes of making the required judg-
ment, recall precision for the orientation information from
the first display is compromised.

The bottom-line conclusion (as stated in the abstract of the
paper): “… it appears that storing, or merely attending to, one
feature of an object is sufficient to promote automatic encoding
of all its features, depleting VWM resources”—a striking
result. I wonder if the story is really this simple.—C.C.

LIGHTNESS

White light
Vladusich, T. (2013). Gamut relativity: A new computational
approach to brightness and lightness perception. Journal of
Vision, 13(1):14.

You might think a comparison between the intensities of
two light sources would be, if not the easiest possible
perceptual task, at least among the easiest. Well, it may be
easy, but modelling it sure is not. Particularly puzzling are
comparison data from conditions in which the two light
sources resemble differently illuminated surfaces. (Defining

exactly what might be necessary for that resemblance is,
itself, a can of worms.) In a recent paper, Vladusich (2013)
models data such as these outside the context of conven-
tional notions regarding light intensity.

Rather than impressions of luminance (‘brightness’) or
reflectance (‘lightness’) Vladusich finds that the intensities
of two light sources appear most similar when they are as
close as they can be in the ‘blackness’/‘whiteness’ plane.
Although others have posited multiple dimensions for the
apparent intensity of individual light sources, blackness and
whiteness are different.

Increases in the luminance of any object on your com-
puter’s screen will result in greater whiteness and less
blackness, as long as the viewer’s interpretation of the scene
doesn’t change. Decreases in the object’s luminance will
result in less whiteness and greater blackness. All possible
combinations of whiteness and blackness for that object will
lie on a line in the blackness/whiteness plane. Blacknesses
and whitenesses of objects, subject to different apparent
illumination, will occupy a different line (or gamut) within
the plane.

Vladusich offers a detailed explanation of how to compute
the blackness and whiteness of any arbitrary ‘achromatic
colour,’ and with his model he reproduces points of subjective
equality (PSE, or perhaps points of least dissimilarity) from
many intensity comparisons in the literature.

Scene interpretation is of paramount importance in the as-
signation of blackness and whiteness values, and different in-
terpretations (and consequently different degrees of ‘scission’)
are necessary for something that appears to have greater bright-
ness, at other times appear to have less lightness than a com-
parison stimulus.

The fact that observers can judge one group of pixels to
be more intense than another is irrefutable. Ironically,
Vladusich’s model can predict the luminances for which
these judgments will be least reliable (that is, at the PSE)
without assigning apparent intensities to either group. How
that is done remains a mystery.—J.A.S.

LATERALITY

Just call on me: Useful App; Right-ear advantage in
noisy environments
Bless, J. J., Westerhausen, R., Arciuli, J., Kompus, K.,
Gudmundsen, M. & Hugdahl, K. (2013). “Right on all
occasions?”—On the feasibility of laterality research using
a smartphone dichotic listening application. Frontiers in
Psychology, 4 (Article 42) doi:10.3389/fpsyg.2013.00042.

Given that cognitive processes have to cope with noisy
environments in real life-situations, any effort to develop
ecologically valid investigations of these process is certainly
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most welcome. Technology opens the door to psychological
experiments outside the laboratories. However, the first
thing that should be done, before developing large-scale
investigations, is to make sure that the classical findings in
a given field can be replicated.

Bless and collaborators (2013) tried to perform such a
replication. They developed a mobile device version, of a
speech laterality test—the consonant-vowel dichotic listening
paradigm—using smartphones like iPhones and iPods. The
stimuli were pairwise, dichotically presented consonant-
vowel syllables (/ba/, /da/, /ga/, /ta/, /ka/, and /pa/), heard via
headphones (laboratory) or earphones (real-life). Participants,
who were Norwigians and Australians, were instructed to
listen to the syllables and to report, after each trial, which
syllable they heard best. In the specific case of real-life set-
tings, a pop-up notification reminded the user, for instance, to

wear the earphones in correct ears and instructions were
presented on the screen prompting the user to using buttons
on the touch screen for responding.

The results consistently showed more correct responses
when sounds were presented in the right ear (the classical
right-ear advantage—REA). This finding indicated the high
reliability and validity of the mobile device version. More-
over, the size of the REAwas not dependent on whether the
participants chose to listen to the syllables in their native
language or not. In brief, by showing the validity of the
laterality phenomenon, the study supports the feasibility of
using smartphones in conducting large-scale field experi-
ments. Such an approach could eventually prove very useful
for research involving patients who cannot visit research
facilities, for example, or for studies designed to investigate
longitudinal changes.—S.G.
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